
Diversio Partners with Equal by 30 to 
Set the Global Benchmark for Diversity 
& Inclusion in the Energy SectorPress Release

OTTAWA, WASHINGTON, LONDON and PARIS: Under embargo for 00:01 ET 30 July – Diversio 
announced today its partnership with Equal by 30, a global campaign to create the world’s first 
industry benchmark for diversity & inclusion in Energy. The effort is backed by the International 
Energy Agency, the Clean Energy Ministerial, and twelve federal governments: Austria, Canada, 
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom and United 
States.

The partnership comes as the global Energy sector faces significant challenges, including COVID-19, 
the transition to clean energy, and increasing awareness of systemic exclusion. Investors and 
regulators are calling on Energy companies to show they are tapping into diverse talent to 
successfully adapt.

 shows that Energy companies with diversity in leadership show higher profits, greater 
innovation and lower risk. At the same time, women  just 23% of Energy sector employees 
and 18% of Executive roles. 

Research
represent

More than 150 organizations from countries have committed to the effort, including companies like 
Enbridge, Exelon, Schneider Electric, Eskom and Hydro Quebec. Diversio will use its technology 
platform to analyze data on diversity representation, senior-level commitment, and employee 
experience. This data will be converted into an Inclusion Score and used to set the global benchmark.

venture capital
The partnership builds on Diversio’s history of forming global alliances to improve diversity in the 
most challenged industries, such as . The benchmark is due to be released in Fall 2020. 

Hon. Seamus O’Regan, Canada’s Minister of Natural Resources, said: “It is critical that we stay 
focused on empowering women in our energy sector, while collecting data to ensure that we are 
meeting our goals of gender equality.”

Dr. Fatih Birol, Executive Director of the International Energy Agency, said: “Gender diversity is not only an 
issue of fairness – it is a matter of optimizing performance and results to achieve our global goals. The 
International Energy Agency promotes the need for equal opportunities and improved data collection on 
gender in the energy sector. We are committed to supporting governments looking to improve gender diversity 
in the energy sector to address future workforce needs.”

https://energypolicy.columbia.edu/research/global-energy-dialogue/future-workforce-energy-sector
http://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/sites/default/files/2019-06/Status Report on Gender Equality in the Energy Sector_0.pdf
https://betakit.com/canada-uk-group-to-create-global-industry-standard-for-inclusivity-in-vc/
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Dan Brouillette, the United States’ Secretary of Energy, said: “The United States celebrates our commitment 
to equal pay, leadership and opportunity for women across our clean energy enterprise. The United States is a 
proud signatory of Equal by 30 and C3E International and I look forward to continuing work to meet these 
objectives by 2030.”

Dan Dorner, Head of the Clean Energy Ministerial Secretariat, said: “The members of the Clean Energy 
Ministerial are leading the charge towards gender equality in the energy sector. This diversity and inclusion 
benchmark is a crucial tool to help achieve the goals of our Equal by 30 campaign. What gets measured gets 
managed, and this benchmark can help us better understand where we are now and the progress we are 
making towards our desired destination.”

Rt Hon Kwasi Kwarteng, the United Kingdom’s Minister for Business, Energy and Clean Growth, said: “The 
energy industry’s transition to a low carbon future is going to be crucial not only in the UK’s journey to net zero, 
but also in creating new green collar jobs around the world as we recover from Covid-19. We must ensure we 
harness the talents of people from all walks of life in our efforts to tackle climate change, and the UK is 
committed to creating a more diverse workforce, including increasing the number of women in the energy 
sector.”

Mr. Anders Ygeman, Sweden’s Minister for Energy and Digital Development, said: “Gender diversity is 
essential to ensure access to necessary competence in the green energy transition. Increased availability of and 
systematic use of gender data is critical in the work towards closing that gender gap. The Swedish feminist 
government is committed to work tirelessly with matters on equality. Nationally as well as internationally, 
within the energy sector as well as in any sector.”  

Laura McGee, CEO of Diversio, said: “We are thrilled to partner with Equal By 30 to advance diversity within 
the global Energy sector. The industry faces immense structural and COVID-19 related challenges that require 
innovative solutions. While there is no silver bullet, we believe it is essential for Energy companies to unlock the 
full range of talent. Those that succeed are positioned to survive and thrive in the long run.”

With diversity proven to positively impact the bottom line of an organization, more and more Energy 
companies are looking to increase diversity at senior levels. The partnership aims to encourage and enable 
Energy companies to implement proven, data-driven diversity solutions. Diversio and Equal By 30 welcome all 
Energy companies to join the effort.

About Equal By 30



Equal by 30 is a commitment by both public and private sector organizations to work towards equal pay, equal 
leadership and equal opportunities for women in the clean energy sector by 2030. Equal by 30 asks companies 
and governments to endorse principles, take concrete actions to support women in the sector, and report on 
their progress, in an effort to help close the gender gap and move the dial for women in energy.

https://www.equalby30.org

https://twitter.com/C3E_Intl_Energy

Website:  



Twitter: 

About Diversio



Diversio uses data and artificial intelligence to help companies achieve bottom-line impact through diversity & 
inclusion. Their tools enable companies to measure culture, identify barriers, implement solutions, and track 
progress over time. Their AI-backed sentiment meter allows companies to track public perception of their 
inclusivity. Diversio has clients and partners in 30+ countries around the world, fuelling a platform that drives 
measurable results for organisations worldwide.  

https://www.equalby30.org
https://twitter.com/C3E_Intl_Energy
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https://diversio.com/



https://www.facebook.com/Diversioglobal/



https://twitter.com/diversioglobal?lang=en

https://www.linkedin.com/company/diversioglobal/

Website: 

Facebook: 

Twitter: 



Linkedin: 

About Natural Resources Canada 



Natural Resources Canada develops policies and programs that enhance the contribution of the natural 
resources sector to the economy, improve the quality of life for all Canadians and conduct innovative science in 
facilities across Canada to generate ideas and transfer technologies.




https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/ 



http://twitter.com/nrcan



https://www.facebook.com/EnvironmentandNaturalResourcesinCanada/

https://ca.linkedin.com/company/natural-resources-canada 

Website: 

Twitter: 

Facebook:  



LinkedIn: 

Media contact:



Anna Klimbovskaia

anna@diversio.com 

https://ca.linkedin.com/company/natural-resources-canada 
mailto:anna@diversio.com
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